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List of naval guns by caliber - Wikipedia QF 12 pounder 18 cwt naval gun United Kingdom: World War I 76.2 QF 14 pounder Maxim-Nordenfelt naval gun United
Kingdom: World War I 76.2 QF 14 pounder naval gun Mk I & II naval gun United Kingdom: World War I 76.2 QF 3-inch 20 cwt Mk I, Mk II, Mk III, Mk IV United
Kingdom: World War I - World War II 76.2 8 cm/40 3rd Year Type naval gun Japan. QF 6-inch naval gun - Wikipedia The Type 41 naval gun was designed by
Armstrong Whitworth, Elswick, Newcastle upon Tyne, England as a slightly modified version of the Elswick Ordnance Company QF pattern 6-inch (150 mm) guns
used on contemporary Royal Navy battleships. The Elswick export designation for guns sold to Italy and Japan was Pattern Z and Pattern Z1. Analysis : Importance
of Naval Guns on a Modern Warship ... Analysis : Importance of Naval Guns on a Modern Warship INTRODUCTION From the past several centuries, warships
have been armed with a large number of guns for fighting other ships.

Naval Guns: 500 Years of Ship and Coastal Artillery: Hans ... Naval Guns: 500 Years of Ship and Coastal Artillery [Hans Mehl, Rudolf Roth] on Amazon.com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This illustrated history of naval and coastal artillery since the mid-fifteenth century is the first to present a lucid overview of
the complex subject in a single-volume. Naval Guns of the United States of America - NavWeaps Naval Guns of the United States of America. Background
Information. USN Naval Gun Designations. USN Ship Designations. Modern Weapons. 1980 to Present. 150 mm Electromagnetic Rail Gun. ... Naval Weapons.
History and Technology. Naval Reunions. Orders of Battle. Hosted resources INRO articles. Robert Lundgren Resources. Nathan Okun Resources. 20 cm/50 3rd
Year Type naval gun - Wikipedia Third year type refers to the Welin breech block on this gun. Breech block design began in 1914 AD, the third year of the TaishÅ•
period. This breech block design was also used on Japanese 41 cm (16.1 inch), 15.5 cm (6 inch), 14 cm (5.5 inch), 12.7 cm (5 inch), and 12 cm (4.7 inch) naval guns.

Naval guns : 500 years of ship and coastal artillery (Book ... The history of naval artillery is a long and complex one and this highly-illustrated, single-volume work
sets out to present a coherent story which will appeal both to the enthusiast as well as to It also provides a guide to their whereabouts in the world's museums. 20
cm/50 3rd Year Type naval gun | Military Wiki | FANDOM ... Third year type refers to the Welin breech block on this gun. Breech block design began in 1914 AD,
the third year of the TaishÅ• period . This breech block design was also used on Japanese 40 cm (16 inch), 15.5 cm (6 inch), 14 cm (5.5 inch), 12.7 cm (5 inch), and
12 cm (4.7 inch) naval guns. Naval artillery in the Age of Sail - Wikipedia French ships used standardized guns of 36-pound, 24-pound, 18-pound, 12-pound, and
8-pound calibers, augmented by carronades and smaller pieces. In general, larger ships carrying more guns carried larger ones as well. The muzzle-loading design and
weight of the iron placed design constraints on the length and size of naval guns.

8 cm/40 3rd Year Type naval gun - Wikipedia The 8 cm/40 3rd Year Type naval gun was a Japanese naval anti-aircraft gun introduced during World War I.Although
designated as 8 cm (3.15 in), its shells were 76.2 mm (3 in) in diameter.
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